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Abstract—The demand for future wireless communication
systems is being satisfied for various circumstances through
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), which act as flying base
stations (BSs). In this letter, we propose an ellipse clustering
algorithm that maximizes the user coverage probability of UAV-
BSs and avoids inter-cell interference with minimal transmit
power. We obtain the coverage of each UAV by adjusting its
antenna half-power beamwidth, orientation, and 3D location
by minimizing the path loss of the cell-edge user. Simulation
results confirm that the proposed algorithm achieves high system
throughput and coverage probability with lower transmit power
compared to conventional algorithms.
Index Terms—UAV base station, energy-efficient communica-
tion, half-power beamwidth.
I. INTRODUCTION
In wireless communication systems, several applications are
increasingly using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). Espe-
cially, the use of UAVs in cellular networks could be a solution
in emergencies when base stations (BSs) are malfunctioning.
For instance, during the Olympics, there is a considerable
increase in the number of active users. Here, UAVs can
act as a flying BSs to support existing terrestrial BSs by
providing adequate user coverage [1]. Even during disasters,
when existing BSs cannot provide communication links, UAV-
BSs could serve as a public access point to enable wireless
communications [2], [3].
Unlike terrestrial BSs, UAV-BSs can provide fast deploy-
ment to service-specific regions where communication links
are not ensured [4]. Furthermore, the high altitude of UAV-
BSs can offer superior line-of-sight (LoS) links between the
UAV and the users [5]. However, to fully exploit UAV-BSs,
several technical limitations should be addressed. Neighboring
UAV-BSs that interrupt user communication, for example,
should be prevented with interference management. In ad-
dition, UAV-BSs possess limited onboard energy; this should
be carefully managed so that users can be offered long-term
services [6]. These issues can be solved by the 3D deployment
and considering a practical and realistic radiation pattern of
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UAV-BSs. It is because the path loss between the UAV-BS
and the user, which determines the received and interference
power of the user, is determined by their 3D locations [5],
[7]. Moreover, considering a practical and realistic radiation
pattern prevents the undesired interference from other UAV-
BSs and wasting unnecessary transmit power, which leads to
an efficient usage of the UAV-BSs’ onboard energy [8].
Several studies have addressed the 3D deployment and
coverage problems associated with UAV-BSs [6]. The authors
in [7] analyzed the optimal altitude for a single UAV, de-
termining that the UAV altitude is related to the maximum
allowed path loss and parameters of the given environment, as
defined by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU).
The authors in [9] derived the optimal UAV deployment
that minimizes energy consumption and guarantees quality-
of-service (QoS) to users. Although the methods are limited
to a single UAV downlink scenario. In [3], the authors
proposed a coverage function that reflects the antenna gain
and maximized the total coverage probability with multiple
UAVs according to the circle packing strategy. The authors
in [10] studied throughput optimization by jointly determining
the UAV flying altitude and antenna half-power beamwidth
(HPBW). However, these works assumed equal HPBWs for
azimuth and elevation sides; this assumption ignores the
practical antenna radiation beam pattern.
In this letter, we consider a multiple-UAV scenario, where
each UAV is equipped with a directional antenna that provides
elliptic coverage to ground users. The elliptic coverage reflects
the practical radiation beam pattern. We group the users into
non-overlapping elliptical regions to avoid inter-cell interfer-
ence; this grouping is done according to our proposed ellipse
clustering algorithm. We appropriately adjust the orientation
of UAV and the HPBWs of the antenna to cover the users by
elliptical coverage. We also propose the energy-efficient 3D
deployment of UAVs that minimizes the total transmit power
of UAVs while guaranteeing ensuring QoS for every user.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
As illustrated in Fig. 1, we consider the geographical area
G ⊂ R2 containing N users arbitrarily distributed according
to the distribution f(x, y). We deploy UAV-BSs to provide
wireless service for ground users in the downlink. Let the
index sets of users and UAVs be N = {1, ..., N} and M =
{1, ..., M}, respectively, where M is the number of UAVs
and it is determined by N and the distribution of the users. We
assume that each UAV covers a different user cluster through
stationary hovering above the center of the cluster without
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Fig. 1: Downlink between multiple UAVs and ground users.
rolling or pitching and that the cluster area is not affected
by the users in adjacent clusters. Furthermore, we denote the
coordinates of user n ∈ N covered by UAV m by (xmn , ymn ),
and the 3D location of UAV m by ρm ∈ R3. Each UAV-
BS is equipped with a directional antenna with adjustable
beamwidth, and each user is assumed to be equipped with
a unit-gain omnidirectional antenna. In addition, we assume
that the azimuth and elevation HPBWs of the UAV directional
antenna are not equal, and they are denoted as 2Θ1, 2Θ2
∈ (0, pi), respectively. Thus, the antenna gain G along the
azimuth θ and elevation φ can be approximated as [11]
G =
{
G0
Θ1Θ2
(−Θ1 ≤ θ ≤ Θ1,−Θ2 ≤ φ ≤ Θ2)
0 (otherwise),
(1)
where G0 ≈ 30,000, θ and φ are given in degrees, and zero
sidelobe gain is assumed. An example of the 3D radiation
pattern of an 8 × 4 patch antenna and the measured power
received by the users are illustrated in Fig. 2. We set the
transmit power to 40 dBm using a directional antenna at an
altitude of 150 m. The received power was also measured and
computed by using Wireless System Engineering (WiSE), a
3D ray-tracing tool developed by the Bell Labs. In Fig. 2,
we can see that the feature of the main lobe is elliptical,
which implies different azimuth and elevation HPBWs. By
assuming that the UAV is at the center of the beam pattern,
the coverage by the antenna main lobe is determined by the
maximum distance r1 = H tan(Θ1), where H is the height of
UAV, and the minimum distance r2 = H tan(Θ2), provided
that Θ1 ≥ Θ2.
Next, to model the air-to-ground channel, we consider the
LoS and non-LoS (NLoS) components between the UAV and
the ground users. The probability of LoS components depends
on the elevation and relative position between the UAV and
the users. For example, the characteristics of the environment
affected by the surrounding buildings also determine the
probability. From [5], the LoS probability P (m)n,LoS of user n
covered by UAV m is modeled by the function of the altitude
hm of UAV m and the horizontal distance r
(m)
n between the
UAV m and the user n. Further, the path loss PL(m)n of the
LoS and NLoS links from UAV m for user n in dB can be
expressed as
PL(m)n =
{
FSPL(m)n + ELoS −Gm (LoS link)
FSPL(m)n + ENLoS −Gm (NLos link),
(2)
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Fig. 2: Directional antenna beam pattern.
where FSPL(m)n is the free-space path loss of the UAV m
covering user n in dB. It is a function of the distance d(m)n
=
√
(r
(m)
n )2 + (hm)2 between the UAV m and covered user
n. Variables ELoS and ENLoS are the excessive path losses in
dB that depend on the environment type, such as suburban,
urban, dense urban, and high-rise urban, as detailed in [5].
Variable Gm is the antenna gain of UAV m in dB. Finally,
the average path loss PL
(m)
n between UAV m and user n is
derived as
PL
(m)
n = 10
FSPL(m)n −Gm
10
(
P
(m)
n,LoS10
ELoS
10 + P
(m)
n,NLoS10
ENLoS
10
)
.
(3)
Note that PL
(m)
n is a function of hm and r
(m)
n .
To avoid inter-cell interference considering the practical 3D
antenna beam pattern, we aim to optimize groups such that no
user belongs to multiple clusters. In this situation, to guarantee
the QoS, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ζ(m)n =
P (m)r,n
σ2 of user
n covered by UAV m must be greater than the minimum SNR
threshold ζth. Here, σ2 is the noise power, and P
(m)
r,n =
Pt,m
PL
(m)
n
is the power received at user n from UAV m, where Pt,m is
the transmit power of UAV m.
Given the non-overlapping user-UAV association condition
and the user-specific SNR constraints, our aim is to minimize
the total transmit power of the UAVs to achieve energy
efficiency, which is achieved by adjusting the number and
3D location of the UAVs and the antenna HPBW. This
optimization problem can be expressed as
min
{Cm},{ρm},M
M∑
m=1
Pt,m
s.t. Cm ∩ Cm′ = ∅ (∀m 6= m′, m, m′ ∈M),
M∑
m=1
|Cm|= N, P
(m)
r,n
σ2
> ζth,
hmin ≤ hm ≤ hmax (∀m ∈M,∀n ∈ Cm),
(4)
where Cm ⊂ N is the set of users assigned to UAV m. The
parameters hmin and hmax are the lower and upper bounds
of the UAV’s altitude, respectively. In this letter, we set
hmin = r1 tan(
pi
12 ), where
pi
12 is the lowest elevation angle
θ = tan−1( hm
r
(m)
n
) of UAV that leads to valid P (m)n,LoS we use [5].
Therefore, to solve (4), we should find M and {Cm}Mm=1 that
prevents inter-cell interference based on the QoS condition.
However, (4) is generally difficult to solve given the high
3number of unknowns and nonlinear constraints, and it is
regarded as an NP-hard problem. To reduce the complexity,
we perform an ellipse clustering for the users, as detailed in
Section III.
III. ENERGY-EFFICIENT ELLIPSE CLUSTERING
We propose an ellipse-clustering algorithm based on dif-
ferent azimuth and elevation HPBWs for UAV deployment to
conform UAV-BSs. We assume that the antenna of the UAV
is vertically tilted toward the ground. Therefore, adjusting the
antennas HPBWs and 3D location as well as the orientation
of the UAV allows us to cover the desired area without
interference from the users.
A. Hierarchical Clustering Based on Silhouette Index
First, we set the initial Korigin UAVs to cover users ar-
bitrarily distributed on a 2D plane. It is set by selecting
the number of clusters based on the hierarchical clustering
with the maximal Silhouette index [12], [13], which reflects
the similarity among cluster elements. It is also denoted
as Phase = 1 in Algorithm 1. The available number of
clusters ranges from 2 to the number of users. However, for
computational efficiency, we limit this to Kmax + 2, where
Kmax is a positive integer. The term “+2” acts as a buffer;
this means that we give a margin of an additional increase in
the number of clusters.
B. Ellipse Clustering
1) Cluster Generation and Ellipse Fitting: After choosing
Korigin, we fit the users into the ellipse with the minimum
area, for which we solve
min
A, b
log detA−1
s.t. ‖Ax− b‖2 ≤ 1 (∀x ∈ Ucond),
(5)
where A ∈ R2×2 and b ∈ R2 determine the ellipse {A, b} =
{x ∈ R2 : ‖Ax− b‖2 ≤ 1}. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that A is positive definite. Ucond are the
coordinates of the users to be clustered. Initially, it is given
by the coordinates of all the users, which is U. Problem (5)
implies that we need to find the minimum-area ellipse {A, b}.
It has the volume of pi detA−1 and covers Ucond.
After dividing Ucond into K clusters with U1, ...,UK being
the coordinates of users belonging to the respective clusters
1, ..., K, we divide cluster m into two sub-clusters, m1 and
m2, for all m ∈ {1, ..., K} through k-means clustering.
Then, we choose cluster T , where its sub-clusters T1 and T2
are “mostly disjointed.” For this, we consider the normalized
distance dm defined as dm = `mam , where `m is the centroid
distance between sub-clusters m1 and m2, and am is the
length of the major axis of the ellipse fitted by (5) with Ucond
being replaced by Um. From the definition of dm, a larger
dm implies more separation of the corresponding sub-clusters.
Hence, we choose T = arg maxm∈{1, ..., K} dm and integrate
the sub-clusters, except for cluster T . This procedure increases
the number of clusters from K to K + 1, where cluster T is
Algorithm 1 Ellipse Clustering
1: procedure ELLIPSE CLUSTERING
Input: Kmax, Coordinates of users U
Output: Number of UAVs M , User–UAV association
{Cm}Mm=1, Fitted ellipse {Am, bm}Mm=1
Initialization Phase← 1 , Ucond ← U, M ← 0
2: while Ucond 6= ∅ do
3: if Phase = 1 then
4: Korigin←Hierar. Sil.(Ucond, Kmax + 2)
5: else if Phase = 2 then
6: Korigin ← Kmax + 1
7: end if
8: K ← 1, {A1,b1}←Elps. Fit.(Ucond)
9: while K 6= Korigin do
10: Divide every cluster into two sub-clusters
11: (by k-means clustering)
12: T ← argmaxm∈{1, ..., K}dm
13: Integrate sub-clusters except cluster T
14: {ATi ,bTi}←Elps. Fit.(UTi ) (i = 1, 2)
15: clear UT , T ← T1,K + 1← T2,K ← K + 1
16: end while
17: M ←M +Korigin, [Kmax, Ucond, Phase]
18: ←Inters. Remov.({Um}m∈I , {Am, bm}m∈I)
19: end while
20: end procedure
split into sub-clusters T1 and T2. Next, we fit their minimum-
area ellipses by (5) with Ucond being replaced by UTi : the
coordinates of users belonging to sub-cluster Ti (i = 1, 2),
and reassign the cluster index T1 as T and T2 as K + 1.
We repeat this process until the number of clusters becomes
Korigin.
2) Ellipse Intersection Removal: After assigning the users
in Ucond to Korigin ellipses, we check the intersection between
pairs of ellipses by performing a brute-force search that
retrieves the indices of intersecting ellipses, i.e., those sharing
one or more users. We denote the set of intersection existence
indices as I, and update Kmax as Kmax = |I|. Then, we
consider the coordinates Um with m ∈ I and update their
unions to Ucond = ∪m∈IUm. We repeat the procedure from
Section III-A and repeat the algorithm on Ucond until no ellipse
intersection remains. By setting Kmax, which is related to an
upper bound for Korigin in Section III-A, to |I|, we prevent a
considerable increase in the number of clusters.
We should consider the possibility that each cluster is
overlapped by another one, i.e., |I|= Kmax = Korigin. In this
case, we automatically set Korigin as one more than the number
of overlapping clusters (= Kmax + 1) to avoid an infinite loop
caused by selecting Korigin by the hierarchical clustering and
finding that all groups overlap once again. To perform this,
we set Phase as “Phase = 2; “2 has no meaning and is just
set to prevent the variable from being “1.
C. Complexity of the Ellipse Clustering Algorithm
The complexity of the initial iteration of Algorithm 1
consists of three parts. First, the complexity of the hier-
archical clustering based on the Silhouette index is given
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Fig. 3: Average path loss according to the horizontal distance
between the UAV and the user.
by O(N2 logN + N2) = O(N2 logN) [12], [13]. The
complexity of solving the equation (5) with respect to
U is given by O(
√
N logN) by using the interior-point
method [14]. In cluster generation step, the complexity is
determined by dividing the sub-clusters by the k-means al-
gorithm and selecting T , such that
∑K
k=1O(|Uk|) = O(N),
and fitting the selected sub-clusters with a complexity of
O(
√|UT1 | log|UT1 |+√|UT2 | log|UT2 |) ≤ O(√N logN) ≤
O(N). Therefore, the complexity of cluster generation is
bounded by O(KoriginN) ≤ O(MN). Finally, the complexity
of the intersection removal step is performed in a brute-force
manner, which is therefore given by O(K2origin) ≤ O(M2).
Hence, by considering I iterations until Ucond 6= ∅, the total
complexity is upper-bounded by O(I(N2 logN + MN +
M2)), which requires far less time and effort than a brute-
force search of the optimal association without ICI.
IV. DETERMINING UAV 3D LOCATION
Once the elliptic clusters are formed and M is determined,
each UAV m is placed at its cluster center given by A−1m bm,
and its orientation is set according to the major and minor
axes of the corresponding ellipse. During the 3D positioning
of UAVs, we determine each UAV’s altitude and antenna
HPBWs. This is done to minimize the transmit power and
adjust the orientation of each UAV while avoiding inter-cell
interference. Fig. 3 shows the average path loss according to
the horizontal distance user to the corresponding UAV at an
altitude of h = 300 m under different urban environments.
The average path loss of the user increases with an increase
in the horizontal distance. Hence, the user with the maximum
horizontal distance to its associated UAV experiences the
highest average path loss. Consequently, to guarantee the QoS,
we only have to guarantee the QoS for the farthest cell-edge
user to its associated UAV and relate the decision of the UAV
transmit power for it.
Let P (m)r,e and PL
(m)
e be the received power and average
path loss of the farthest cell-edge user from the UAV m,
respectively. Thus, the minimum required transmit power
Preq,m for UAV m can be expressed as
Preq,m = min(Pt,m) = P
(m)
th,e ·min(PL
(m)
e ), (6)
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Fig. 4: Average path loss according to UAV altitude.
TABLE I: Simulation parameters.
Parameter Description Value
Kmax Hierarchical clustering parameter 8
ζth SNR threshold 0 dB
N0 Noise power spectral density -170 dBm/Hz
ELoS, ENLoS Additional path loss for LoS, NLoS 3, 34 dB
fc Carrier frequency 2 GHz
where P (m)th,e is the received power of the farthest cell-edge
user that satisfies the QoS threshold. We can observe that
the minimum transmit power is related to the minimization
of the average path loss. Therefore, we have to find h? that
minimizes PL
(m)
e under hmin ≤ hm ≤ hmax.
Let De be the horizontal distance between the UAV and the
farthest cell-edge user from it. Fig. 4 shows the average path
loss according to UAV altitude for different environments and
horizontal distances. For given De, we can find the altitude h?
that globally minimizes the average path loss, which implies
the quasiconvexity of PL
(m)
e [14]. This is because when UAV
altitude is too low, the effect of NLoS link dominates the path
loss, which results in a sharp increase of average path loss.
Moreover, regardless of the environment, increasing De leads
to an increase in the minimum average path loss. Therefore,
considering the quasiconvexity of PL
(m)
e in Fig. 4, we can
find the altitude H of each UAV that minimizes the average
path loss as follows [14]:
H =
{
h? (h? ∈ [hmin, hmax])
argmin{hmin, hmax}PL
(m)
e (otherwise).
(7)
Using this result, finally, we can also finally determine the
corresponding HPBWs with 2Θi = 2 tan−1(Hri ) (i = 1, 2)
for each UAV.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
For simulations, we considered 100 independent user dis-
tributions following a Poisson Cluster Process (PCP), within a
geographical area of 1 km×1 km. In addition, we considered
an urban environment in [5] to model the LoS and NLoS
probabilities. Detailed parameters are listed in Table I.
Fig. 5 shows the convergence of the algorithm and the
locations of nine UAVs and their associated users by applying
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Fig. 5: Overall convergence of the algorithm and user–UAV
associations based on ellipse clustering.
the proposed ellipse clustering in one of the user distributions
with 319 users. As we can see from the figure, |Ucond|
converges after 5 iterations. At the end of the algorithm, the
UAVs are located at the center of the corresponding ellipses,
and the users covered by each UAV do not experience inter-
cell interference with QoS guaranteed.
For comparison, we considered UAV positioning based on
the circle-packing approach proposed in [3]. It considers fixed
UAV altitude and transmit power to maximize the coverage
lifetime while guaranteeing QoS to every user. The coverage
is circular, given the fixed azimuth and elevation HPBWs.
Table II lists the coverage probability and the total transmit
power of the UAVs using the circle-packing approach and
our ellipse clustering. We computed the average total transmit
power of more than 100 user distributions by applying the
ellipse clustering. As the coverage probability of the circle-
packing approach increases, the UAVs require more power. In
addition, increasing UAVs does not proportionally increase the
coverage probability because of the nonoverlapping condition
of circles. In contrast, our ellipse clustering considerably
improves the coverage probability compared with the case
of fixed altitude and transmit power. Moreover, when using
the same number of UAVs with the circle-packing approach,
the total transmit power decreases from 44 mW to 22 mW.
Note that the subspace brute-force shown in Table II is based
on brute-force search for reasonable search spaces since full
brute-force is infeasible due to its computational complexity.
Fig. 6 compares the system-level performance of the evalu-
ated coverage methods. The ellipse clustering outperforms the
circle-packing approach. This is because the ellipse clustering
associates the 3D location of UAV concerning the users’
positions to achieve high packing density, while the circle-
packing approach is based on fixed altitude and transmit
power that neglects the users’ positions.
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed a framework for efficiently deploying multiple
UAVs using ellipse clustering. To provide communication
coverage to a target area, operators determine the UAV’s
azimuth, elevation HPBWs, and orientation. Furthermore, the
optimal altitude of each UAV minimizes the total transmit
power while guaranteeing the QoS to every user. The simu-
lation results of the proposed method confirm that the total
transmit power of UAVs significantly decreases, compared
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Fig. 6: Average throughput cumulative distribution function
of users in an urban environment.
TABLE II: Total transmit power and coverage probability.
Clustering method
/ the number of UAVs
Total transmit
power of UAVs
Coverage
probability
Circle packing [3] / 7 52 mW 0.85
Circle packing [3] / 9 44 mW 0.69
(Proposed) Ellipse clustering / 9 22 mW 1
Subspace brute-force / 9 18 mW 1
with the circle-packing approach, further guaranteeing the
coverage of every user by a UAV and providing higher
throughput.
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